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VISION  
STATEMENT
The Metis family and community is 
the cornerstone of our Nation and 
is built upon love, respect, honour, 
strength and heritage.

Mission Statement
Metis families and communities have the right and responsibility to care for children. 
Metis Child, Family and Community Services will work to strengthen the capacity of 
families to care for children through culturally relevant community-based programs. We 
believe in the inherent strength of our families and in the need to build on the capacity 
of our community to care for and nurture Metis children.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
1. Metis families and communities are the cornerstone of the Metis Nation  

and the service delivery system must reflect this vision. 

2. Responsibility for decision-making regarding Metis children and families  
lies with the family, extended family and community whenever possible. 

3. The organizational structure promotes and supports community governance  
at all levels. 

4. The service delivery system will encompass both formal and informal elements.

5. The service delivery system must be operated in an efficient and effective manner.

6. The service delivery system will be outcome based and will reflect the core guiding 
principles of MCFCS.
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VISION  
STATEMENT

GREETINGS FROM THE

PRESIDENT 
Metis Child, Family and Community Services Agency Inc.  
 
These are brighter days for our Métis Citizens. Recently your Métis Government 
signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Canada that will lead to the negotia-
tion of a modern day treaty. 

Nearly 150 years ago our families and children were robbed of their potential 
when the Crown did not keep its promise to give a head start to our children – a 
start that would have helped secure an optimistic and more stable future for them. 

We are now in the process of correcting this historical wrong. 

After the landmark declaration of the Supreme Court of Canada in 2013, I asked 
our Métis people what they wanted to do with any settlement negotiated. 
Unanimously, with one voice, they stood side by side with their Métis Government 
and passed a resolution that would see the creation of a trust that would provide 
for a strong future of our children. 

I have said it often before, the greatest strength of the Métis Nation lies within our 
families. It is you - Our elders, parents, uncles, aunts, cousins, citizens, and our 
children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren. Our collective future belongs to 
our Métis Youth. We must ensure their success for generations to come. 

I commend our Metis Child, Family and Community services staff and volunteers 
who work tirelessly on behalf of our Métis Youth and Families. Your dedication 
provides valuable support and services that help ensure strong and healthy 
children. I applaud your hard work. Your Métis Government stands beside you. 

Meeqwetch,

David Chartrand
LL.D (hon) ,  O.M.
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MESSAGE FROM THE 

Minister
This year, I was honoured to become a great grandmother. Like her parents 
and grandparents before her, Kaylee Alexandria will have family and 
extended family around her to guide, cherish and always love her, no matter 
what. It is the greatest gift in the world to be loved and protected. 

Those in our Metis CFS network work hard every day to reunify families 
and find stable, caring homes for children and youth in CFS. Yet, we have 
a system that is always in need of more of everything – more funds, more 
diversified programs to help families heal and build capacity, and more 
workers to manage and care for ever-increasing numbers of children who 
are coming into care. 

I encourage Metis across our vast and beautiful province to be a part of 
helping to keep our young people in our communities by being a kinship or 
foster caregiver to those in need of family. 

With the Supreme Court Ruling in favour of the Metis in the historic Daniels 
case, our Manitoba Metis Government holds great hope for the future. We 
will work hard to fuel change and growth in all aspects of our community. 
There is much more left to do. Join us in standing strong for families who 
need our support. 

Judy Mayer
Minister  of  Met is  CFS
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MESSAGE FROM THE

Authority CEO
This year has been a very interesting one in Child Welfare. As the Provincial 
Government moved toward an election, many initiatives became their focus 
to ensure finalization prior to year-end. It became quite a challenge for our 
Authority to balance the demands of our funders (Provincial Government) and 
the needs of our agencies. At times those demands became a threat to our 
ability to maintain our Metis vision for services to families and children. 

We wish to thank our Metis Child, Family, and Community Services Agency for 
their continuous hard work and perseverance. We are proud of the innovative 
services you have delivered to address the very complex needs of our families 
and children, despite our on-going funding limitations and restrictions.

Gitchi Miigwetch!

Billie Schibler
Metis CFS Author i ty.
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On behalf of the Metis Child, Family and 
Community Services Agency Board of 
Directors, it is my privilege to present you 
with our 2015-2016 MCFCSA Annual Report. 
This year’s report highlights another year of 
accomplishments and our Agency’s ability to 
overcome challenges and continue providing 
excellent services and programs to support our 
children, youth and families. 

We would like to thank Andrea Klyne-Lavallee, 
Executive Director, her management team and 
all MCFCS Agency staff for their continued 
perseverance and dedication to the Agency 
and the unique needs of our communities. 

Your devoted hard work is demonstrated 
throughout this year’s annual report and 
the Agency is truly blessed to have such a 
great team working for us! The Board would 
also like to acknowledge and express our 
sincere appreciation to our Metis Government; 
President David Chartrand, the MMF Board 
of Directors, especially Judy Mayer, Minister 
of MCFCS, for their vision, leadership, and 
inspiration. 

Finally, we acknowledge the Authority Board 
of Directors. Thank you for your continued 
support, guidance and collaboration. The 
MCFCS Agency Board looks forward to 
working closely with you in the upcoming 
year so together we can achieve even greater 
strides and accomplishments. Respectfully and 
in Metis Spirit,

Loretta Boulard
Chair

MESSAGE FROM THE 

BOARD

2015-2016 BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Chair:  Loretta Boulard, Winnipeg Region  
Vice Chair: Shirley Langan, Southeast Region  
Secretary: Beverly Webb, Interlake Region  
Treasurer:   Marcella Vezina, Southeast Region 

Members:   Florence Lamoureux , Interlake Region  
  Eric Chartrand, Winnipeg Region 

Ex-Officio Members:   Rita Cullen 
   Barbara Lavallee 
   Lorraine Laramee
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GOVERNANCE: 

REGIONAL LEADERSHIP 
TRAINING PROGRAM -RLTP

To ensure a governance structure that is based in community representation, the 
Regional Leadership Training Program (RLTP) was created. The goal of the program 
is to develop a pool of qualified, educated and prepared Metis and Inuit candidates 
to serve on the Board of Directors of regionally appropriate Metis and Inuit Child and 
Family Services Agencies.

RLTP members are appointed by the Manitoba Metis Federation Regional Vice 
Presidents (4 members) and the Metis Women of Manitoba Board of Directors (1 
member per region). Training relevant to leadership, Board governance and child 
welfare in Manitoba is facilitated by the Metis Child and Family Services Authority. 

RLTP members are not responsible for reporting to any individual or organization. 
The Metis Child and Family Services Authority is the reporting body. RLTP members 
appoint from among themselves, individuals to sit on the Board of Directors. 
Appointment terms for Directors are staggered to ensure continuity  
of leadership for the Agency.
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MESSAGE FROM THE 

EXECUTIVE  
DIRECTOR
I am pleased to present the 2016 Annual Report which highlights our work and 
accomplishments in the past year. The work completed is guided by our Agency 
goals and objectives identified in our strategic plan. As always MCFCS strives to work 
with children and families in a collaborative, creative and strengths based approach, 
elements of this approach is reflected in the service program summaries in the report. 

In addition to case work, we are active in promoting culture; the staff in the Circle 
of Life Program has held a number of activities for children and youth, their artwork 
is displayed throughout this report. The Alternative Care and Children and Youth 
Teams work together with the Interlake and Eastman Regions offering opportunities to 
caregivers along with the children they care for to learn together about Metis culture 
and heritage, each child is honored with a cultural kit to take home. Throughout the 
year children and families have access to Elder Services and cultural ceremonies and 
practices based on their cultural preference. Despite the workload, the staff continues 
to provide excellent service that promotes the Vision and Mission Statement. I would 
like to take this opportunity to thank staff for their hard work, in supporting children 
and families. 

The teams are located in three different offices in the City with one team in the 
Eastman Region; one of the ways we work collaboratively is through the Permanency 
Planning Committee which meets twice a month. The Committee and the service 
team review cases to determine permanent plans which include reunification, 
adoption, guardianship, and cases involving complex needs. 

I also want to acknowledge our Administrative support team; they took on a major 
project to centralize the filing system. Many thanks to each of you this work could not 
happen without your support. 

Our Agency appreciates the support and Leadership of President David Chartrand, 
Minister of Metis Child and Family Services, Judy Mayer, the Manitoba Metis 
Federation, and the Metis Child and Family Services Authority. 

I would like to thank our Board of Directors for their dedication, guidance and support. 

Respectfully, 

Andrea Klyne-lavallee
Execut ive Director



The Year at a 
Glance 2015-
2016 STATS
The Year at a Glance 2015-2016 STATS

Regions Protection
Extension  

Of Care

Voluntary 
Family 

Services

Expectant 
Parent 

Services
Family  

Enhancement
Children  

In Care Total Cases
Ancr/Dia 

Intakes

EASTMAN 18 12 0 0 0 130 160 3

INTERLAKE 23 7 3 0 0 127 160 4

WINNIPEG 445 50 36 3 109 673 1316 284

TOTAL 486 69 39 3 109 930 1636 291

 
CFSIS COMPLIANCE April 1, 2016

PROVINCIAL 
JURISDICTION CURRENT LEGAL

RECORDING 
COMPLIANCE ALL CRITERIA

CHILD IN CARE 100% 100% 100% 89%

FAMILY SERVICES 100% N/A 100% 69%
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Children in  
Care Statistics
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AGES OF CHILDREN IN CARE

LEGAL STATUS OF 
CHILDREN IN CARE

PLACEMENT INFORMATION  
FOR CHILDREN IN CARE
Kinship/Foster/ Specialized Homes 587

Licensed Group Home 90

Place of Safety 150

AWOL 4

Out of Province 16

Independent Living 32

Adoption/ Probation 3

Health/Mental Health/Corrections 6

Parental Home 22

Courtesy Supervision 7

Permanent Ward 587

Temporary Ward 89

Voluntary Placement Agreement 18

Apprehension/Further Order 82

Voluntary Surrender/Guardianship 2
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Differential Response  
Family Enhancement 
-DRFE

The DRFE program works with families where 
children are not at imminent risk of harm, but where 
families are struggling with a variety of issues that 
impact family functioning and well-being. The DRFE 
program is intended to be a short term (9 months) 
intensive, enhancement based approach with 
families. However, in some cases, family situations 
deteriorate to the point where a child is assessed 
as being in need of protection resulting in an 
apprehension. In an effort to improve the services we 
offer to families streamed to the DRFE program, the 
Agency conducted a review of the 17 apprehensions 
that occurred in the DRFE unit in 2015. The most 
significant theme resulting from the review found 
that in cases where apprehensions took place the 
family appeared to lack engagement with the Agency 
and motivation around addressing identified issues. 
In all cases where apprehensions occurred, the 
review found that the DRFE team did exceptional 
work post apprehension in terms of arranging 
Family Support Meetings to discuss the reasons for 
apprehensions and planning with the parent(s) to 
address the worries. These meetings appeared to be 
very positive for families, often resulting in identifying 
kinship placements for children. 

As a result of the review, the Agency has planned 
some changes to our DRFE program that aim to 
reduce, or ideally eliminate, apprehensions in the 
DRFE unit. This will be accomplished through the 
following changes to our internal screening process: 
reaching out to families prior to the case acceptance 

date; providing information about the DRFE program; 
involving the DRFE cultural worker with families at 
the outset; meeting with families on a bi-weekly 
basis; completing a Case Plan Map within 30 days; 
and arranging a Family Systems Network meeting 
with the family and their identified supports to review 
the Case Plan Map within 60 days.If by 60 days the 
family has not been engaging in the case planning 
process, a discussion will occur between the unit 
supervisor and the worker with a plan to transfer the 
file to a Family Services Team.

Children in  
Care Statistics
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Family Services  
& Family Support

Supported Family Time 
Our agency has worked hard on becoming creative with how we support families. Family 
Services and the Family Support Team have worked collaboratively to ensure that those 
families who have children in care, have time together as a family as frequently as 
possible, and do so in a safe and supportive environment. Following or Vision and Mission 
Statement, we believe in the inherent strength of families. We recognize the importance 
and value of families supporting each other and where possible, we will utilize the family’s 
own support network to support family time. Families are given the opportunity to identify 
who within their own support network they would like to become part of the plan. 

We recognize that children and families will benefit greater from family time if it occurs 
in a more natural environment. Therefore, as much as possible, family time is supported 
away from the office. When family time must be in the office, we have created a welcoming 
environment for families with comfortably furnished rooms that have toys, games, and 

healthy snacks for families to share. 

Often, it is the children’s caregivers or extended 
family members who support family time, 
sometimes in the foster home and sometimes in 
the parents’ or other family member’s home. In 
these circumstances, children see the adults who 
care for them, and about them, working together 
to provide them with a safe and nurturing 
environment. We have seen that when family 
time occurs in a home environment, parents 
and children feel more comfortable. Parents and 
children are given the opportunity to interact in 
a setting that is more natural, and still feel safe 
because a trusted adult, whether agency staff or 
family member, is present to support them.  The 
hope is that by using the family’s own supports in 
an environment that they feel comfortable in, that 
this will improve the quality of family time, and 
will enhance and strengthen the relationships 
between parents and children.  
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Dragonfly 
Over the last few years all Agency Family Support staff have been 
trained in the Dragonfly Attachment model. This training has provided 
Agency support workers tools to work hands on with families while 
they are with their children. MCFCS staff mentor and guide parents on 
how to engage with their children in a positive way that strengthens 
their attachment with their children. Agency staff along with a therapist 
offer guidance and direction. Often minor adjustments on how parents 
are interacting with their children can make a huge difference in 
their relationship. This past round of Dragonfly has been our most 
successful. Nine families participated and four of the families have 
been reunified; an additional family remains in a reunification plan. 
Eight of the nine families completed their sessions. The parents who 
participated reported it improved their interaction with their children, 
gave them the tools and confidence to set boundaries and correct 
behaviors. One parent stated, 

Another parent said,

The support workers 
attached to the 
families also observed 

significant changes in how parents interacted with their children as 
a result of Dragonfly. In another instance, although the parent went 
though Dragonfly they felt that it did not teach them anything, the 
support worker has observed the parent utilizing the techniques she 
was taught. They have observed the difference the program has 
made in her parenting. All of the support workers attached to families 
reported observing positive changes in how parents interacted with 
their children, responded to cues, and listened to their children.

“Dragonfly helped me make better eye 
contact with my boys, and to have better 
interaction with my kids, and spend more 
time with them doing activities...”

“I’m more 
comfortable 
addressing  
issues with 
the kids now”
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Finding a  
Forever Family
Parents who were unable to care for their 
son, themselves have developed a strong 
relationship with his caregiver. The caregiver 
provides the parents with regular updates and 
photos to help them feel included, and a part 
of their son’s life, more so than they say, they 
expected. The parents asked the caregiver to 
care for their son long-term, knowing that they 
couldn’t. This year, to honor that connection and 
commitment, a Declaration of Commitment was 
signed to provide the parents with the security 
that their son has found his forever home. 
This important and powerful gathering was 
celebrated with prayer, song, and feast in the 
traditions of the Metis families that were joined. 

Great Collaboration 
The Agency worked with a mother with cognitive 
deficits during her pregnancy and for some time 
afterwards. This mother had supports through 
CLDS, New Directions and EIA. The case 
worker attended collateral meetings to assess 
her capability of parenting. It was determined 
that because of the supports she had she was 
able to care for her daughter. She also had a 
partner who worked full time that helped in the 
evenings. The caseworker was able to observe 
this mother with her child and felt the child was 
safe and well cared for. This file was closed with 
no further concerns. 

Baby Books 
MCFCS has started working with foster families and caregivers on completing baby books as a 
means to help the biological parent stay engaged, interested and connected with their children. 
The Agency has purchased Baby books to document the child’s milestones that will be gifted to the 
biological parent to keep notes of the child’s milestones. The Baby Books will be used as a vehicle 
for the biological parent and the caregiver to connect and share pictures, information and details 
about the child’s growth. The caregiver’s participation with the biological parent is critical and their 
willingness to encourage parents and share information about the child is a key component to the 
relationship. The books will be given to the parents at the first family time and will be kept at the 
office location where the family time occurs so that parents can readily access them.

Stories of Hope
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Advocating for children 
to be placed with family 
In a specific situation, the Agency was seeking a 
Permanent Order for a sibling group of three and no 
family placements besides the maternal grandmother 
had been identified. The matter was brought to 
Permanency Planning Committee twice, however due 
to her history and current living circumstances, she 
was not approved as a caregiver. The grandmother 
attended parenting classes and therapy based on the 
recommendations made by the committee. However 
her access stayed the same but she continued 
to advocate for having her grandchildren placed 
in her care. With the support of the case worker, 
she contacted the Metis Authority and Executive 
Director of the Agency and shared her story. She 
was ultimately approved as a Place of Safety for the 
children. However, she had a few barriers; she was 
living with her partner in a one bedroom apartment 
without any income and was not supported by EIA. 
Agency staff were asked to expedite the process to 
obtain assistance through EIA and it helped secure a 
Manitoba Housing unit. The Agency helped her with 
beds and donations and she was able to become a 
long term kinship home. The Agency is very pleased to 
report that this grandmother continues to care for her 
grandchildren. 

Community Feedback 
When attending the Women’s Hospital regarding a 
newborn apprehension the nursing staff made a point 
of stating how much they like Metis CFCS workers. 
There was staff at the desk who said they know when 
they call Metis CFCS the workers are always polite, 
easy to get ahold of and return calls quickly. Further-
more, the staff stated they know Metis Social Workers 
come when they say they will and often have creative 
plans for working with mom and babe. They say we are 
organized, diligent and caring. The Agency was able to 
develop a safety plan with the family that allowed the 
mother to bring her baby home and the Agency with-
drew the apprehension. 

Creative Planning 
A single father of three adolescents was struggling with 
addictions. This resulted in the children being placed 
under apprehension. The father helped the Agency 
identify an alternate caregiver while he worked on his 
issues. To be least disruptive to the three children, the 
father agreed to move out of the family home and the 
caregiver moved in. The caregiver, with children of her 
own, developed a plan to manage two households with 
the support of her own family. The Agency worked with 
Manitoba Housing to allow the caregiver to reside in 
two dwellings on a temporary basis. Manitoba Hydro 
has ensured services will continue to be provided to the 
children’s home despite the father being in arrears.
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PERMANENT  
WARD & ADOPTION  
SERVICES
Community 
Partnerships 
This past year the Permanent Ward Program 
partnered with The Winnipeg Boldness Project 
(WBP), a community initiative in the North End 
of Winnipeg that works to improve outcomes for 
young children living in the Point Douglas area. 
Through our partnership, we have initiated the 
process of registering eligible permanent wards, 
currently residing in the Point Douglas area, for the 
Canada Learning Bond, a $500 investment from 
the Government of Canada which is deposited 
into a Registered Education Savings Plan (RESP) 
to be used for post-secondary education. We 
look forward to continued collaboration with the 
WBP, as we work towards opening RESP accounts 
and applying for the CLB for all of our eligible 
permanent wards living in Winnipeg and the 
Regions.

Action Therapy 
The Permanent Ward Program continues to 
utilize the services of Action Therapy, a unique 
therapeutic modality that incorporates many 
different types of therapies such as individual and 
group counseling, equine, play, art, music and other 
creative expressive therapies. The children and 
youth connected to Action Therapy benefit from the 
opportunity to participate in a variety of Aboriginal 
cultural activities such as Sweat Lodges and Sun 
Dances aimed at increasing their cultural awareness 
and fostering a sense of cultural pride, identity and 

community. Perhaps the most unique aspect of 
Action Therapy are the relationships, and in many 
cases, the lifelong connections developed between 
the community of his Action Therapists and the 
children and youth they work with.

Life Long Connections 
(LLC) Program
Life Long Connections is a program that researches 
family connections for children of all ages in who 
are in the care of MCFCS to assist social workers to 
locate birth parents, extended family members or 
significant others. The focus of the LLC program is 
to use various methods to find healthy connections 
for our children in care with family members and 
significant individuals that will lead to long term life 
connections and potential kinship placements. This 
provides children in care with a supportive circle 
of family, friends and community members and 
maintains those important connections to family and 
community. 

Individuals who are committed to being there 
for a child as a Life Long Connection may sign a 
declaration of commitment which is usually done 
at our Honouring our Youth Celebrations which 
are held every 4 months. Using tools that include 
genograms, the LLC worker helps to build a family 
tree to assist children to get a picture of their roots 
and heritage. The program acknowledges that all 
children have a right to know “where they come 
from, as they determine where they are going”
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Josh’s Journey 
Josh is a young adult and former permanent ward 
with Metis Child, Family and Community Services 
who continues to benefit greatly from the support, 
guidance, and enduring relationships he has formed 
with his ”Action Therapy Family”. If you had asked 
Josh five years ago how he envisioned his future, 
it would have been markedly different from the 
bright future he envisions today. Like many youth 
growing up in care, Josh struggled with a variety 
of issues in his life related to a lack of identity 
and belonging, that is, until he became involved 
with Action Therapy. Initially, Josh thought that his 
Action therapist was “just another worker” who 
would be involved with him in a time limited way. 
The relationship and bond that developed between 
Josh and his Action therapist transcends far beyond 
that of service provider and recipient – they have 
developed a lifelong connection and fondly refer to 
each other as “nephew” and “uncle”.

Josh on Action Therapy

“We (Action Therapy Family) 
are a good gang; we use 
lateral empathy to help 
people. This has motivated 
me to help other people...
my future goal is to continue 
school at Urban Circle and 
one day become an Action 
Therapist”.

Adoption Program 
In recent years awareness has grown around the 
detrimental effects of the 60’s Scoop, a past child 
welfare practice whereby Metis, Inuit, and First 
Nations children were systematically removed 
from their homes and communities without the 
knowledge or consent of their families. These 
children were often adopted into non Metis, Inuit, 
and First Nations homes, resulting in a loss of 
culture and identity. 

Unlike past adoption practices, the  
Adoption Program at Metis Child, Family  
and Community Services strives to ensure that our 
children remain connected to their birth families and 
culture in such a way that promotes a strong and 
healthy appreciation of their heritage as Metis or 
Inuit people. This is  
achieved through collaborative work with birth 
families and adoptive families at the outset of  
the planning process to ensure the best o 
utcome for each child. 

Since the inception of the Adoption program at 
Metis Child, Family and Community Services, the 
team has worked diligently to ensure that every 
child placed for adoption has an individualized 
openness agreement which is signed with birth 
families, adoptive families and the Agency outlining 
commitments regarding ongoing contact and 
connection to birth families and other significant 
people in the child’s life. In addition, each child 
placed for adoption has an individualized cultural 
plan intended to support their ongoing cultural 
growth. Once an adoption is finalized, each child is 
celebrated with a ceremony and presented a Life 
Book that honors the child’s birth family and Metis 
or Inuit culture while embracing the child’s new path 
with their forever family. 

Of note, in June 2015, the Manitoba government 
amended The Adoption Act making it easier 
for adult adoptees and birth parents to access 
birth records related to adoption. This past year, 
the Adoption team at Metis Child, Family and 
Community Services has worked collaboratively 
with the Post Adoption Registry in an effort to assist 
Metis and Inuit adult adoptees access birth family 
information.



REGIONAL  
SERVICES

Eastman -  
Creative Solutions 
Although Metis Child, Family and 
Community Services expect all caregivers 
licensed by our Agency to participate 
in Cultural Awareness Training, it is 
recognized that not all licensing agencies 
offer this type of training to caregivers. 
Recognizing that some of our children 
placed in the Eastman area are placed 
in homes not licensed by MCFCS, this 
past year a member of the Eastman 
team collaborated with a member of 
our Alternative Care team to organize a 
one day Cultural Awareness Training for 
identified caregivers in the Eastman area. 
The Cultural Awareness Training, delivered 
by the Louis Riel Institute, took place in 
Steinbach. Feedback from the caregivers 
was incredibly positive, noting that they 
were grateful for the opportunity to learn 
about the culture of the children they are 
caring for. 

On a similar note, an Eastman team 
member hosted a “mini cultural program” 
for 11 children under the age of 10. The 
children heard stories from books in the 
“Cultural Kits” provided to Permanent 
Wards, sang songs from the Little Metis 
Sing with Me program, completed a Metis 
craft and enjoyed homemade bannock 
prepared by members of the Eastman team. 

Interlake 
This past year, our Eastman and Interlake 
teams participated in planning meetings 
with the Collaborative Authority Resource 
Team (CART) to help identify and analyze 
the needs of the community for the purpose 
of creating resources. As a result of these 
findings, a short term emergency resource 
will be developed in Selkirk to serve both 
the Eastman and Interlake area so children 
can stay in a rural setting as opposed to 
moving to Winnipeg. 

The Interlake team continues to deepen 
their Signs of Safety (SOS) practice through 
consistent use of the SOS principles. This 
past year, the unit has increased their 
use of Sharing Circles and Family Safety 
Network Meetings. The results from these 
efforts include: 

• Agency staff, parents, family members 
and collateral supports are better able 
to “think through and manage difficult 
issues and situations” to find solutions 

• Improvement in communication and 
relations among family members 

• Shorter periods where children are in 
care, through engagement of family 
safety networks 

• Creation of hope in situations where 
none appeared to exist 

• Breaking down barriers between the 
Agency and family
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Human Resources 
and Operations
In 2015-2016 Metis Child, Family and  
Community Services (MCFCS) had a staff 
complement of 196 employees.

MCFCS’s reputation for outstanding work is 
clearly demonstrated by the fact that 51 of our 
social workers are registered with the Manitoba 
College of Social Workers adhering to the 
professional standards of social workers. 

To improve service and to ensure that we have 
all the information retained on the physical files, 
MCFCS has moved to a centralized filing system. 
This approach assists with workload and allows 
the importance of the file information to be 
maintained for historical purposes. 

The quality control position continues to work 
with everyone to ensure compliance within the 
electronic file system. This area is also busy with 
closed files, archiving files and assisting with the 
closed file area.

The employees at MCFCS are engaged in 
their work environment through the Wellness 
Committees at the Sutherland and the Portage 
offices. Potlucks, 50/50 draws and BBQ’s keep 
the staff engaged and enjoying the company of 
their co-workers. There is the Garden Committee 
who planted the beds at the Portage Ave office 
this year. 

As an Agency, our reputation within the 
community shows the good work that we do 
with children and families and helps to attract 
new talent to continue that work. Repeatedly in 
interviews we hear how potential candidates want 
to work for the Agency because of our reputation 
in the community, and because of the innovative 
work with families and children. 

Human resources will continue to work with 
our employee group, the Authority, the union 
and external partners within our communities to 
enable us to build a strong workforce which will 
take the Agency into the future. 

Executive 
The Executive Management Team is quite small, 
only comprised of 5 people. The team has a great 
deal of knowledge and experience in Aboriginal 
child welfare that helps guide our practice from a 
strength based approach and promotes culturally 
relevant and sensitive practices. The Operations 
Team is made up of Administration, Quality 
Assurance, Legal, and Executive Support staff. 
They provide daily support to all staff and truly 
make our work easier.
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RESOURCES
Alternative Care Program 
Our Alternative Care Program consists of three sub-units, each of which has 
a unique mandate. Our General Foster Care Program is responsible for the 
recruitment, screening, training and ongoing support of Caregivers who are 
providing care to children of all ages, with a variety of needs. Our Specialized 
Foster Care Program provides this same range of services to Caregivers who are 
providing care to children and youth whose needs fall into the very highest levels 
of care. And our Kinship Care Program provides services to individuals who have 
opened their homes to children with whom they already have a relationship. Many 
of these Kinship caregivers are grandparents, some are aunts or uncles, and some 
are family friends or members of the child’s home community. Without exception, 
we are grateful each day for the contribution that each of our caregivers makes, 
and for the sacrifices they make in order to take on these responsibilities. As of 
April 2016 the Alternative Care Program had 340 homes.

Over the past year, staff have continued to provide training opportunities to 
kinship families. For example, we continue to deliver the Circle of Security 8Week 
Parenting program to our caregivers in order to assist them in honing their skills. 
Response to this training has been extremely positive, with kinship workers 
reporting that they can see changes in how the caregivers viewed and responded 
to behavior. With the goal of developing relationships between caregivers and birth 
families, a workshop for caregivers entitled The Caregiver-Birth Family Connection 
is also delivered twice a year. In addition to this, they continue to partner with the 
Louis Riel Institute to provide cultural training to our foster parents, and partner 
with them on our Cultural Kit project, which provides a bag of culturally related gifts 
for each child who becomes a Permanent Ward of the Agency.

The Alternative Care program and the staff of the Children and Youth programs 
have also been working together to increase the accessibility of cultural resources 
for caregivers and children. Together they have offered two cultural craft events 
in the Steinbach area, and have a similar event planned for the St. Laurent area. 
Connector meetings with caregivers in the Southeast Region have also been 
occurring monthly. These are support/educational meetings and caregivers 
involved have been part of the cultural craft events and have also participated 
in various educational workshops including FASD training delivered by the 
Authorities FASD Specialist.
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Over the last two years, first time caregivers not knowing lots about Metis Culture, despite 
identifying as Metis, have connected and engrossed themselves in all cultural opportunities 
they can find in response to their foster children’s interest in learning about their culture. 
They have joined a drumming class, attended moccasin making/beading classes and joined 
a Pow Wow group and travelled to Minneapolis with the boys to dance. While the Agency 
creates Life Books for our Permanent Wards, these caregivers have started Life Books for 
each boy all of their own accord. Recently, one of the boys celebrated his birthday and 

his foster mom contacted his biological 
mom to help plan a surprise birthday 
dinner. The night was a huge success and 
together, his biological mom and his foster 
mom, were able to show all the boys that 
the two families could sit and eat dinner 
together for a shared event all because 
they cared for them.

A foster family recently facilitated the 
reunification of a child with his biological 
family. The foster family made the birth 
family feel so welcome and cared for, and 
the two families have plans to get together 
to go fishing in the future.

LIFE PROGRAM 
The LIFE program is an alternative foster 
care program that allows biological 
families to live together in a foster home 

while their children are in care. The program aims to build capacity, strength and positive 
self-reliance in families who are committed to remaining together despite children coming 
into care. One such case is that of a young mom who entered the program with her baby in 
2015. This young woman had faced a number of challenges throughout her life including a 
difficult and traumatic childhood, leading to unhealthy and often violent relationships with 
partners and substance abuse. She and her baby were placed together in the home of a LIFE 
parent. The young mom and the LIFE parent faced a number of challenges in the beginning 
of the program, but gradually built a strong positive and supportive relationship. The LIFE 
Parent assisted the young mom in managing her parenting responsibilities as well as coping 
and basic life skills. The young mom and babe resided in the home for just over one year. 
The mom and her child were officially reunified and the LIFE parent assisted the young mom 
in accessing housing. After they moved into their new home, the LIFE parent continued to 
support the family and continues to invite them to family dinners. She provides assistance 
with the baby when necessary and will babysit from time to time; most recently they attended 
the Teddy Bear picnic together. This relationship has become a lasting one.

The following quote is from a card presented to the 
Foster family by the biological family: 

“Thank you for being there 
and taking care of our son for 
all this time. We can’t even 
explain all the love we have 
for you and how much we will 
miss you. Thank you, Love  
the Biological Family. P.S.: You 
can always call or take him 
whenever you want to. Here is 
our number in case”.



Children and  
Youth Programs 
Circle of Life 
Circle of Life is a solution focused, grass roots, 
strengths based program in which one to one 
workers provide individualized and group 
based programming to youth from 6-17 years 
of age. Staff strive to support youth to develop 
positive and healthy relationships and promote 
resiliency and enhance self-esteem. They 
provide guidance and encourage youth to 
build on their existing strengths to deal with life 
challenges. Youth participate in activities such 
as arts and crafts, fishing, swimming, movies, 
music, developing life skills as well as attending 
cultural events, sites and activities. 

We are pleased to have the Little Bears 
Program back up and running with group based 
bi-weekly events and activities fully scheduled 
for the next year. 15-20 youth meet regularly 
to learn, play and participate in activities that 
are culturally relevant and help them develop 
supportive and lasting relationships with both 
staff and their peers. 

Skills for Life 
The Skills for Life program is focused on youth 
16-20 years of age as they transition from care 
into adulthood. The staff provides opportunity 
on an individual and group basis to develop 
life skills, provide support, acquire housing, 
pursue educational opportunities, create 
budgets, practice healthy relationship building 
and seek community resources to ensure long 
term support networks. The workers guide 
and encourage youth to make choices that are 
positive, healthy and contribute to their well-
being. In addition to this, staff developed the 
Metis in Motion Program consisting of 10 week 
sessions that cover topics such as personal 
safety, food & nutrition, self-care, budgeting 
and banking, resume/job seeking, forms of 
identification, education, justice/accessing 
resources, Metis history and genealogy. This 
program also hosts a workshop in partnership 
with the Authority called Finding Hope, which 
looks at the effects surrounding suicide. 
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Metis Spirit Program 
Metis Spirit is a unique, voluntary program designed to support youth who have 
aged out of care and up to the age of 25. Made possible by funding received 
from the Manitoba Metis Federation, the Metis Spirit Worker helps young adults 
to identify their goals and then works with them to achieve these goals. Support 
is provided related to attending meetings and appointments, applying for school, 
seeking educational funding (tuition waivers, student loans, band funding), 
connecting with community resources/programs, navigating the justice system, 
EIA and Child and Family Services, obtaining employment or providing one to 
one counselling and support.

The following are a few quotes from the young adults involved in the Metis Spirit 
program. These quotes really represent what the Metis Spirit program does for 
our young people.

“I am so thankful that you were brought into my life 
and that you push me to try things because you 
believe in me. I can’t believe how nice everyone was 
to me tonight. It made me feel like a star being up 
there speaking. Seriously, thank you for pushing me 
to be at my best always.”

“If you weren’t around I would have given up by now.”

“I didn’t know people gave second chances, I was 
preparing to live on the streets again.”

“I guess this is my lucky day, you were right, there are 
good people.”
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Shelter  
Resources 

Gladys Cook Home Shelter (GCH)
Gladys Cook Home continues to provide services and supports to three girls aged 12 to 17 years 
old. This program is now six years old and has seen a number of very high needs girls placed 
there. Over the past year a total of 4 girls have been supported through the program. School 
participation has been positive this year with one youth obtaining a number of her high school 
credits and another graduating grade 8. Partnerships and collaboration with the schools also 
continued. The girls actively participated in the annual house Christmas party; they planned, 
shopped, baked, decorated and welcomed the guests. Their pride was evident. The girls also 
attended a number of cultural activities including: summer camps, traditional ceremonies such as 
Sundance and Sweats, and the agency cultural art and crafts nights. The staff encourages the girls 
to have their family spend time with them at the house, as the goal is to work towards reunification 
whenever possible.  This year collaboration and communication has been good between the staff 
and families and has made for good relationships and positive outcomes. 

Eagles Nest Assessment Unit Shelter (EN)
Eagles Nest is an assessment, short term 4 bed facility for male youth aged 12 to 17 years old. 
The program’s focus is on stabilizing the youth and assisting them in areas such as; school 
achievement, peer relationships, family connections, recreational activities and participation in 
cultural activities. The youth’s health, wellbeing and safety are very important for the program 
staff. The staff work with social workers, family and other systems such as schools, Health, Justice, 
Probation etc. to prepare the youth to transition back home if possible and or to move to longer 
term placements. The length of stay in the program is intended to be 90 days. Staff are responsible 
for preparing Daily Living Assessments which indicate the youth’s strengths and areas for growth 
which may require additional supports. In the past year, the program has supported a total of 18 
youth and the staff team work closely to respond to the unique and different needs of each youth 
placed. Youth have had the opportunity to be involved in a number of recreational activities while 
living at Eagles Nest. These include summer camps, skateboarding, movie nights, Skyzone, YMCA 
and various sports such as basketball. A number of cultural activities have also taken place such as 
Sweat Lodge ceremonies and smudging at the house on a daily basis.  
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Youth  
Celebration 
Three times a year the Agency hosts a Youth Celebration to 
recognize the youth in our care who are turning 18 years of age.  
This is a unique cultural event in which each youth is invited to 
attend a dinner and evening of entertainment with their friends, 
family and support network. They are recognized individually 
and presented with a sash by a Metis Elder and given a lanyard, 
an art piece, a sweatshirt and provided with a copy of a family 
tree that family members can sign with words of kindness and 
encouragement.  Each celebration is a touching experience as  
we watch the young adults transition towards independence. 

CONGRATULATIONS!!  
The following youth celebrated significant achievements this year!   

Duncan: Has graduated from high school and will be attending  
  the University of Manitoba. 

Jorel:  Will be attending the University of Winnipeg in September.   

Shaie:  Graduated high school

Dorian:  Graduated high school  

Jo:  Completed his basic training for the Navy in Quebec  
  and will be enlisted full time after he graduates high school.  

John:  Graduated high school 

Kaley:  Selected to participate in the program “In Business:  
  A Mentorship Network for Indigenous Youth”

Skylar:  Accepted into an advanced program at Sisler High School. 
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Dreams  
Take Flight 

Acknowledgement 
Metis Child, Family and Community Services would like to 
acknowledge the kind and generous donations made to the Agency 
in support of our special events such as our Youth Celebration, Foster 
Care Appreciation, Agency Day, and the Comfort Kit Program. These 
events would not have been such a success without the kindness of 
the following: 
 
Ted & Loretta Rogers  
RBC Foundation  
H.Cochrane Law Corporation  
Patricia Alphonso-Cox 

Springhill Lumber  
Metis Authority  
MMF  
The Winnipeg Goldeyes 
Rainbow Stage

– Disney World 2016!  
The Agency has been fortunate to partner with Dreams Take Flight 
since 2008. On April 30th 5 of our children in care made the amazing 
trip to Disney’s Magic Kingdom in Orlando, Florida where they enjoyed 
a whirlwind day, creating memories that are sure to last a lifetime. 
Many thanks to the Dreams Take Flight  volunteer committee for their 
continued dedication to children.



Metis Agency photo - has a round Agency logo  
behind people with captions below: From left.  
Front row: Andrea Klyne-Lavallee, Majola Vergara, 
Billie Schibler, Karla Hildebrand-Eden  
Middle row: Michelle Plett, Holly Wiebe,  
Jennifer Beaucage  
Back row: Elizabeth Denny, Kelsey VanOsch,  
Dana Seidel, Julie Reichert, Stacy Moore

Our Authority’s C.E.O., Billie Schibler, and Chief Quality 
Officer, Karla Hildebrand-Eden presented a Compliance 
Certificate of Achievement to Metis Child Family and 
Community Services’ Winnipeg team led by Majola 
Vergara. The award recognizes a service team with the 
highest standard of compliance in funding criteria, digital 
photos, and face to face contact, while maintaining the 
lowest number of Waiting Closure files for the fiscal year. 
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We would like to thank all the children 
and youth who participated in craft 
nights and made the lovely articles 
that are displayed in the pictures 
throughout our annual report.

Thank you to all the staff that teach 
these crafts and encourage our 
children to learn. 


